Provided is a machining error correction method adapted for a numerically controlled machine tool, with which a fluctuation in an actual feed amount of a tool resulting from an influence of a fluctuation in the environmental temperature, frictional heat at the time of machining, and the like is eliminated so that it is possible to machine a work with a high degree of precision without comparing the work with a master using a sizing device. The machine tool includes a numerical control unit in which a movement amount of the tool is programmed, and a tool moving unit for positioning the tool. The numerical control unit gives a predetermined measurement movement amount to the tool moving unit. After the tool is moved from a program origin to a measurement point provided separately from the program origin, a positional deviation amount between the measurement point and the position of the tool after the movement thereof is completed is measured and, at the time of machining the work, the numerical control unit corrects a machining movement amount to be given to the tool moving unit using the positional deviation amount.
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FIELD OF THE INVENTION AND RELATED ART STATEMENT

[0001] The present invention relates to a numerically controlled machine tool, such as an NC milling machine or an NC grinding machine, which performs machining of a work by moving a tool based on a programmed movement amount, and in particular to a machining error correction method for eliminating an error in machining of a work resulting from an error in movement of a tool.

[0002] Conventionally, as a machine tool that performs machining of a work using various kinds of tools, there has been known a so-called numerically controlled (NC) machine tool that automatically machines a work by controlling movement of the tools in accordance with numeric data inputted in advance. FIG. 10 shows an example of a vertical NC grinding machine that performs machining on works W using a grinding wheel T. This grinding machine is provided with a work table 101 for fixing the works W on a base 100, a gate-shaped column 102 is provided so as to stand on the base 100 while straddling the work table 101, and the work table 101 is adapted so as to be capable of moving on the base 100 in an X-axis direction (right-left direction on the paper plane of FIG. 10). Also, the grinding wheel T that performs the grinding machining on the works W is held by a spindle 103 and this spindle 103 is held by a wheel spindle stock 104 functioning as a tool moving unit that is capable of moving in a U-axis direction (top-bottom direction) and a Y-axis direction (depth direction on the paper plane of FIG. 10). Further, this wheel spindle stock 104 is mounted on one of side surfaces of the column 102.

[0003] The movements of the wheel spindle stock 104 and the work table 101 are controlled by a numerical control unit composed of a computer, and a tool path, a machining speed, and the like are programmed in advance in this numerical control unit. In general, the tool path is shown by a coordinate system where one point within a moving range of the wheel spindle stock is set as a program origin, and is defined using distances from the program origin in the U-axis direction and the Y-axis direction. Accordingly, when machining is started, the wheel spindle stock 104 and the work table 101 are driven in accordance with an instruction from the numerical control unit. Therefore, the grinding wheel T held by the spindle 103 is moved from the program origin to a predetermined position at a predetermined speed and the work table 101 is also moved, so that the works W are machined.

[0004] Essentially, in this NC machine tool, if the wheel spindle stock and the work table are moved as instructed by inputs into the numerical control unit, it is possible to machine the works with a high degree of precision without causing any dimension error. If the temperature in a plant changes, however, the lead of a ball screw that is responsible for the movement of the wheel spindle stock fluctuates, and the column and base supporting the wheel spindle stock also expand or shrink, albeit only slightly. Also, the spindle holding the grinding wheel rotates at a high speed, so that in the case where machining is continuously performed, this results in a situation where its main axis expands in an axis direction due to heat generated by a motor or a bearing. Consequently, even if the wheel spindle stock is moved from the program origin by an instructed movement amount, there occurs a situation where the position of the tool with reference to the works slightly differs from an intended position, which means that it is difficult to machine the works to predetermined dimensions with precision.

[0005] In view of this problem, in order to machine a work with a high degree of precision by eliminating environmental fluctuation factors such as those described above, a sizing device has conventionally been used in combination with numerical control. This sizing device compares a machined work with a master piece that has been machined in advance with a high degree of precision, and checks the machined dimensions of the work. For this purpose, the sizing device includes a probe 106 that is brought into contact with corresponding portions of the master piece and the work. In the grinding machine shown in FIG. 10, a sizing device 105 is attached to a side surface of the column 102 on a side opposite to the wheel spindle stock 104, and the above-mentioned probe 106 is held by the column 102 through a moving unit 107 that is similar to the wheel spindle stock 104. On the other hand, a master piece 108 is fixed at a position that is virtually the same as that of the works W on the work table 101. During machining using this sizing device 105, first, the probe 106 is brought into contact with the master piece 108 and a position of this contact is stored in a memory of the numerical control unit. Next, the probe 106 is brought into contact with each work W that has been machined, and a position of this contact is compared with the contact position of the master piece 108 stored in the memory. A difference found as a result of this comparison is a machining error of the work W with reference to the master piece 108. Therefore, if the machining of the work W is performed by moving the wheel spindle stock 104 by the detected difference, it is possible to machine the work W with the same degree of precision as the master piece 108.

[0006] However, a long period of time is required to measure the machining accuracy of each work using the sizing device, which becomes a factor for reduction in production efficiency. Also, due to the cost of the sizing device itself, the necessity to produce a master piece with a high degree of precision in advance, and the like, there is a problem in that the introduction cost of the sizing device itself also rises.

[0007] Also, in the case of the grinding machine that uses the grinding wheel, it is required to modify the shape of the grinding wheel T using a dresser 109 and to perform generation of an abrasive grain cutting edge each time a predetermined number of works have been machined. In addition, the position accuracy of the grinding wheel T with reference to the dresser 109 is of extreme importance. In the case where the position accuracy of the grinding wheel T with reference to the dresser 109 is low, this results in a situation where the dresser 109 that is essentially provided to modify the shape of a grindstone actually destroys the grindstone shape, which becomes a factor for a degradation in the machining accuracy of the work W.

[0008] As can be seen from the above description, the above-described sizing device is designed to enhance the
accuracy in machining of a work through relative comparison of the work with the master piece, which means that the sizing device does not guarantee the positional accuracy of movement of the grinding wheel itself and serves no effect with respect to a relation between the dresser and the grinding wheel. Accordingly, in the case of a grinding machine, there is a problem in that even in the case where this grinding machine is equipped with a sizing device, the accuracy in machining of a work tends to be degraded.

[0009] Also, in order to shorten a machining time taken to perform grinding machining and to realize a reduction in production cost, it is desired to use a so-called CBN grindstone that uses abrasive grains such as alumina-based grains that are harder than conventional abrasive grains. If the accuracy in modifying the shape of a grindstone by a dresser is poor, however, this results in a situation where more abrasive grains are scraped off by a single dressing operation. Therefore, there occurs a problem in that the life span of the grindstone is shortened and it becomes impossible to introduce the CBN grindstone that is superior in machining efficiency but is high-priced.

OBJECT AND SUMMARY OF THE INVENTION

[0010] The present invention has been made in the light of the problems described above, and an object of the present invention is to provide a machining error correction method for use in a numerically controlled machine tool, with which a fluctuation in an actual feed amount of a tool resulting from an influence of a fluctuation in the environmental temperature, frictional heat at the time of machining, and the like can be eliminated so that it is possible to machine a work with a high degree of precision without performing a comparison between the work and a master using a sizing device.

[0011] Also, another object of the present invention is to provide a grinding machine that is capable of, when the shape of a grindstone is to be modified using a dresser, performing the modification of the grindstone shape with a high degree of precision by eliminating a fluctuation in an actual feed amount of a tool with reference to this dresser and is therefore capable of machining a work with a high degree of precision and with high production efficiency.

[0012] That is, the present invention provides a machining error correction method for correcting an error in machining of a work by a tool, which is adapted for a machine tool that includes a numerical control unit in which a movement amount of the tool is programmed, and a tool moving unit that is driven by an instruction signal sent from the numerical control unit and feeds the tool to the work fixed on a work table, the method being characterized by including: moving the tool from a program origin to a measurement point provided separately from the program origin by giving a predetermined measurement movement amount to the tool moving unit from the numerical control unit; measuring a positional deviation amount between the measurement position and a tool position after the movement is finished; and correcting a machining movement amount, which is to be given to the tool moving unit, using the positional deviation amount when the work is machined.

[0013] Essentially, in order to move a tool from a program origin to a position at which machining of a work is to be performed, it is sufficient that the coordinates of the work machining position with reference to the program origin are given to a tool moving unit as a machining movement amount. However, due to an error in the feeding by the tool moving unit or expansion or shrinkage of a column supporting the tool moving unit which may result from a fluctuation in the environmental temperature or the like, it is impossible to set the tool with precision with reference to the work machining position by merely giving the coordinates of the work machining position as a machining movement amount. In view of this problem, according to the present invention, a position which is herein referred to as a measurement point is provided separately from the program origin, and when the tool is moved by giving the coordinates of the measurement point to the tool moving unit as a measurement movement amount, whether or not this tool is properly set at the measurement point is measured using displacement amount sensors. Then, in the case where a positional deviation amount of the tool with reference to the measurement point is detected by the displacement amount sensors, the machining movement amount itself used at the time of work machining is corrected using the positional deviation amount described above.

[0014] According to this method of the present invention, even if, for instance, the feed amount of the tool moving unit fluctuates due to a fluctuation in the environmental temperature or the expansion or shrinkage of the column supporting the tool moving unit, it is possible to eliminate an influence thereof, which makes it possible to set the tool with reference to the work machining position with precision. As a result, it becomes unnecessary to compare the dimensions of the works that have been machined with those of a master piece one by one using a sizing device, which makes it possible to enhance production efficiency.

[0015] Also, if the method of the present invention is applied to a grinding machine and this grinding machine is adapted so that a dress movement amount used in moving a tool from a program origin to set it at a dressing position is corrected using the positional deviation amount, even if, for instance, the feed amount of a tool moving unit fluctuates due to a fluctuation in the environmental temperature, it is possible to position a grindstone with reference to a dresser with precision. Therefore, it becomes possible to perform modification of the shape of the grindstone with a high degree of precision, which allows a work to be machined with a high degree of precision. Also, since it is possible to perform the modification of the grindstone shape with a high degree of precision, it becomes possible to minimize the amount of abrasive grains scraped off by a single dressing operation so that the life span of the grindstone is elongated, which even makes it possible to realize an improvement in production efficiency by introducing a CBN grindstone that excels in machining efficiency.

[0016] There is no problem in adapting the aforementioned method of the present invention such that after a positional deviation amount of a tool is measured at a measurement point, the machining movement amount and/or the dress movement amount of the tool set in a numerical control unit is always corrected without fail using this positional deviation amount. However, it is not necessary to correct the machining movement amount even in the case where the detected positional deviation amount is smaller than a feed amount error that inherently exists in the tool moving unit. Therefore, it is preferable that the machining movement amount and/or the dress movement amount be
corrected only in the case where the measured positional deviation amount is equal to or larger than a predetermined value.

[0017] Also, in order to detect the positional deviation amount of the tool set at the measurement point, it is possible to use various kinds of sensors, such as a contact type sensor or a non-contact type sensor, which are capable of detecting a positional deviation of the tool with reference to the measurement point. However, the detection accuracy of this displacement amount is directly reflected in the machining accuracy of a work, so that it is preferable that there is used a sensor that is capable of detecting a positional deviation of 1 μm or less. Also, it is preferable to use a non-contact type sensor in view of the fact that its detection accuracy does not degrade even after the measurement is repeatedly performed for a long period of time.

[0018] Further, according to the method of the present invention, there is no problem in correcting a machining movement amount using a measured positional deviation amount as it is. However, in the case where a measurement error exists in this positional deviation amount, there may be conceived situations in which a fluctuation in a feed amount of a tool conversely increases. Accordingly, in addition to that a measuring movement amount for moving a tool to set it at a measurement point is corrected using the measured positional deviation amount, it is preferable that the tool is moved and set at the measurement point again using a post-correction movement amount, thereby confirming whether the positional deviation amount measured at the measurement point again is equal to or less than the predetermined value.

[0019] Still further, it is most preferable that such correction of a machining movement amount is performed each time machining of a work is performed. However, considering a time loss resulting from the necessity to perform the measurement of a tool positional deviation amount at the measurement point, it is preferable that the correction is performed only in the case where there is a high probability that the tool movement accuracy has been significantly impaired, such as when the tool has been replaced or when a predetermined number of works have been machined. Also, in the case where a machine tool is activated after a long intermission, for instance, it is preferable that the correction of a machining movement amount is performed after the tool positional deviation amount is measured, in order to eliminate an influence exerted by a fluctuation in the environmental temperature.

**BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS**

[0020] In the accompanying drawings:

[0021] FIG. 1 is a side view showing an embodiment of a grinding machine to which the method of the present invention is applied;

[0022] FIG. 2 shows an example of a linear guiding apparatus to be machined by the grinding machine according to the embodiment;

[0023] FIG. 3 is a cross-sectional view showing how a sliding block of the linear guiding apparatus is subjected to grinding machining using a form grinding wheel;

[0024] FIG. 4 is a front view showing a sensor base on which displacement amount sensors are mounted;

[0025] FIG. 5 is an enlarged view of a portion A of FIG. 4;

[0026] FIG. 6 shows a positional relation among a program origin, a measurement point, and a dressing position within a U-X-Y space;

[0027] FIG. 7 is a block diagram showing a control system of a wheel spindle stock and a work table in the grinding machine of the embodiment;

[0028] FIG. 8 is a flowchart showing an example of a measurement program;

[0029] FIG. 9 is a flowchart showing another example of the measurement program; and

[0030] FIG. 10 is a side view showing a conventional grinding machine provided with a sizing device.

**DETAILED DESCRIPTION OF THE PREFERRED EMBODIMENT**

[0031] Hereinafter, the machining error correction method for use in a numerically controlled machine tool of the present invention will be described in detail with reference to the accompanying drawings.

[0032] FIG. 1 shows an example of a numerically controlled grinding machine to which there is applied the machining error correction method of the present invention. This grinding machine includes a base unit 1 that is installed on a floor surface of a plant, a work table 2 that is capable of moving in a reciprocating manner on the base unit 1 in a Y-axis direction (right-left direction on the paper plane of FIG. 1), a column 3 that is provided so as to straddle the work table 2, a wheel spindle stock (tool moving unit) 4 that is provided on a side surface of the column 3 and is capable of moving in a U-axis direction and an X-axis direction, and a spindle 5 that is supported by the wheel spindle stock 4 and has a rotation main axis that is set so as to coincide with the U-axis direction. Also, this grinding machine is constructed so as to perform grinding machining of works W fixed on the work table 2 using a grinding wheel (tool) T attached on the rotation main axis of the spindle 5.

[0033] On the work table 2 described above, there is provided a fixing base 6 for holding the works W thereon. Also, the work table 2 is adapted so as to be moved in a reciprocating manner in the Y-axis direction by a combination of a motor contained in the base 1 and a feed screw (not shown). The tool T is moved by the wheel spindle stock 4 in the U-axis direction and the X-axis direction by predetermined amounts and the work table 2 is moved from this state, whereby the grinding wheel T penetrates into the works W. Accordingly, by controlling the rotation angle and rotation speed of the motor, it is possible to freely set the penetration amount of the grinding wheel T into the work W and a grinding speed. Note that, in the example shown in FIG. 1, a construction is shown in which a plurality of works W are fixed on the fixing base 6 and grinding machining is performed by moving the work table 2 in the X-axis direction, so that the grinding wheel T machines these works W one after another. However, there is no problem even if this work table 2 is of a type such that only one work W is fixed thereon at a time.

[0034] Also, the wheel spindle stock 4 has a construction in which a mono-axis table that is capable of freely moving
in a reciprocating manner in the U-axis direction and a mono-axis table that is capable of freely moving in a reciprocating manner in the X-axis direction are stacked, and the spindle 5 is fixed on a top table that moves in the X-axis direction. Like the work table 2 described above, each mono-axis table is driven in a corresponding direction by a combination of a motor and a feed screw and, by controlling the rotation angles (rotation amounts) of two motors, it is possible to move the grinding wheel T mounted on the spindle 5 to an arbitrary position from a program origin within a U-X coordinate plane and set the grinding wheel T at the arbitrary position. Here, the program origin means an origin with reference to which the moving position of the grinding wheel T and the moving position of the work table are numerically controlled within a U-X-Y space.

[0035] On the other hand, a dresser 7 for modifying the shape of a grindstone is provided on the work table 2. This dresser 7 is a rotary dresser that bears a diamond wheel 9 using a spindle 8, has a rotation main axis that is set so as to coincide with the U-axis direction, and is disposed at a position spaced apart from the work fixing base 6 in the Y-axis direction. Consequently, by moving the work table 2 in the Y-axis direction, it is possible to set the grinding wheel T at a machining position for a work or at a dressing position by the rotary dresser 7, as appropriate.

[0036] This grinding machine is used, for instance, to perform grinding machining of a sliding block 31 of a linear guiding apparatus 30 shown in FIG. 2. This linear guiding apparatus 30 is constructed of a track rail 33 for which a ball rolling surface 32 is formed along a lengthwise direction, and a sliding block 31 which is provided with a large number of balls 34 that roll on the ball rolling surface 32 and which moves on the track rail 33 in accordance with the rolling of these balls 34. In the example shown in the figure, the sliding block 31 is formed so as to have a channel shape having a concave groove at its center and is combined with the track rail 33 so as to straddle the track rail 33. As shown in FIG. 3, on the inside surface of the sliding block 31 that has been formed so as to have a channel shape, two ball rolling surfaces 35, on which the balls 34 roll, are formed on either side thereof (meaning that four ball rolling surfaces 35 are formed in total). The grinding machine described above is used to perform grinding machining of these ball rolling surfaces 35 of the sliding block 31. In order to enhance the efficiency of the grinding machining and to ensure the accuracy of the positional relations among the plurality of ball rolling surfaces, these four ball rolling surfaces 35 are ground so that two ball rolling surfaces positioned on either side of the concave groove are ground at the same time.

Therefore, the grinding wheel T is formed as a form grinding wheel to which the shapes of the two ball rolling surfaces 35 and 35 on one side are transferred. By performing grinding machining by having this grinding wheel T contact one of the side surfaces of the concave groove of the sliding block 31, it is possible to finish the two ball rolling surfaces 35 and 35 with a high degree of precision.

[0037] Essentially, in this grinding machine, in the case where a predetermined rotation amount is given to the motor constituting the wheel spindle stock 4, the grinding wheel T is moved in the U-axis direction and the X-axis direction with precision so that the grinding wheel T is positioned at an intended position within the U-X axis plane with a high degree of precision. However, if the environmental temperature in a plant in which this grinding machine is installed fluctuates, expansion or shrinkage occurs, albeit slightly, in the feed screw that is responsible for the movement of the wheel spindle stock 4 in the U-axis direction and the X-axis direction. As a result, the lead of the feed screw fluctuates, so that even in the case where a predetermined rotation amount is given to the motor, there occurs a situation where the grinding wheel T is set at a position that contains an error with reference to the intended position.

[0038] Also, the spindle 5 holding the grinding wheel T rotates at a high speed during machining, so that heat energy generated by the motor or frictional heat of a bearing is gradually accumulated in the main axis of the spindle during the machining of the works W. Therefore, the main axis also suffers from thermal expansion, albeit slightly. Further, the column 3 and the base 1 also expand or shrink due to fluctuations in the environmental temperature. In particular, a coolant fluid used during grinding machining adheres to a side surface of the column 3 on which the grinding wheel T is provided, so that there is a fear that the column 3 itself suffers from thermal deformation. Accordingly, due to the reasons described above as well, a position to which the grinding wheel T is moved tends to contain an error.

[0039] If the position to which the grinding wheel is moved contains an error as described above, the machining accuracy of the work W is impaired. In addition, in the grinding machine, the shape of the grinding wheel is modified using the dresser 7, so that if the moving position of the grinding wheel T contains an error, the positioning of the grinding wheel T with reference to the dresser 7 also contains an error, which results in a situation where the shape of the grindstone is conversely impaired by the dressing that is essentially performed for the purpose of modifying the grindstone shape. Further, if grinding of the works W is performed using the grinding wheel T whose grindstone shape has been impaired, this results in a situation where the accuracy in machining of the work W is impaired. In particular, in the case where a form grinding wheel is used as the grinding wheel T as described above, this problem becomes more serious.

[0040] In view of this problem, in the grinding machine of this embodiment, a point which is herein referred to as a “measurement point” is provided separately from the program origin of the wheel spindle stock 4 and the grinding wheel T is moved from the program origin to the measurement point and is set at the measurement point at each predetermined timing such as during each interval between work machining operations. Then, at the measurement point, there is detected a positional deviation amount of the grinding wheel T with reference to the measurement point. This measurement point is set at a substantially midpoint position between the works W on the work fixing base 6 and the dresser 7. In addition, as shown in FIG. 4, there is obtained a construction where one pair of sensors 11 and 12 are held on the work table 2 through a sensor base 10. Note that FIG. 4 is a view obtained by observing the measurement point from the work fixing base 6 along the X-axis direction, and the dresser 7 is positioned behind the supporting base 10 in the figure.

[0041] As shown in FIG. 5, one pair of displacement amount sensors 11 and 12 are attached to the sensor base 10.
These displacement amount sensors 11 and 12 are each an eddy-current proximity sensor. One (sensor 11) of the displacement amount sensors is disposed so as to face upward in the U-axis direction in order to detect a positional deviation amount of the grinding wheel T in the U-axis direction, while the other (sensor 12) of the displacement amount sensors is disposed so as to be directed in the X-axis direction in order to detect a positional deviation amount of the grinding wheel T in the X-axis direction. When the grinding wheel T is set at the measurement point, the former, that is, the U-axis direction sensor 11 opposes the tip of a metallic rotation shaft S of the grinding wheel T while the latter, that is, the X-axis direction sensor 12 opposes the peripheral surface of the metallic rotation shaft S of the grinding wheel T. Then, how proximate is the rotation shaft S to each of the sensors 11 and 12 is detected with a resolution of not larger than 1 pm.

[0042] FIG. 6 shows a positional relation among the measurement point S, the program origin O, the dressing position D, and the machining start position of the work W in the U-X-Y space. The work table 2 is provided with a sensor (not shown) for detecting a moving position in the Y-axis direction and a detection signal from this sensor is picked up, thereby making it possible to stop the work table 2 with precision at a position at which the measurement point coincides with the moving plane of the grinding wheel T. Accordingly, when the grinding wheel T is moved within the U-X plane by driving the wheel spindle stock 4 under a state where the work table 2 is stopped at this position (hereinafter referred to as the “table origin”) it is possible to set the grinding wheel T at the measurement point.

[0043] The dressing position D, at which the grinding wheel T is subjected to shape modification, coincides with the measurement point within the U-X plane and, when the work table 2 is moved in the Y-axis direction under a state where the grinding wheel T is set at the measurement point, it is possible to set the grinding wheel T at the dressing position D. Also, the diamond wheel 9 of the dresser 7 is provided so as to contact the Y-axis direction line connecting the measurement point S and the dressing position D. Therefore, so long as the grinding wheel T is moved and set at the measurement point in a correct manner, it is possible to correctly set the grinding wheel T at the dressing position merely by moving the work table 2 in the Y-axis direction. Thus it is possible to perform the modification of the shape of the grinding wheel T with a high degree of precision merely by adjusting the penetration amount of the grinding wheel T with reference to the X-axis direction.

[0044] In addition, the works W are also positioned on the Y-axis direction line connecting the measurement point S and the dressing position D, so that if the positional deviation amount of the grinding wheel T with reference to the measurement point S is eliminated, the grinding wheel T can be made to approach the work W without any error by moving the work table 2 in the Y-axis direction.

[0045] FIG. 7 is a block diagram showing a control system of the wheel spindle stock 4 and the work table 2 in this grinding machine. This control system includes a numerical control unit 13 controlled from a computer system. In this numerical control unit 13, the position to which the grinding wheel T is moved at the time of work machining is programmed as a coordinate position within the U-X plane, that is, as movement amounts in the U-axis direction and the X-axis direction with reference to the program origin, and a movement amount of the work table 2 in the Y-axis direction is also programmed. Also, this numerical control unit 13 sends drive control signals to a motor (U-axis motor) 14 for moving the grinding wheel T in the U-axis direction, a motor (X-axis motor) 15 for moving the grinding wheel T in the X-axis direction, and a motor (Y-axis motor) 16 for moving the work table T in the Y-axis direction, thereby controlling the rotation speeds and rotation amounts of these motors. Accordingly, when machining is started, the rotations of the U-axis motor 14, the X-axis motor 15, and the Y-axis motor 16 are controlled based on a control program inputted into the numerical control unit 13 in advance, the wheel spindle stock 4 moves and sets the grinding wheel T at a predetermined machining start position, and a predetermined feed amount is given to the work table 2. As a result of these operations, the grinding wheel T penetrates into the works W.

[0046] Also, in order to detect a positional deviation amount of the grinding wheel T with reference to the measurement point using the displacement amount sensors 11 and 12 described above, the grinding machine of this embodiment includes a measurement control unit 17 for moving the grinding wheel T to set it at the measurement point at each predetermined timing such as during each interval between work machining operations. This measurement control unit 17 is realized by a computer system that is the same as that of the numerical control unit 13 described above, and controls the U-axis motor, the X-axis motor, and the Y-axis motor by executing a measurement program stored in advance, thereby setting the grinding wheel T at the measurement point. Also, this measurement control unit 17 is adapted to fetch a positional deviation amount of the grinding wheel T measured by the displacement amount sensors 11 and 12, to correct the movement amount of the grinding wheel T at the time of machining of the works W, which is stored in the numerical control unit 13 (that is, a machining movement amount), using this positional deviation amount, and to rewrite the stored machining movement amount with a corrected movement amount.

[0047] FIG. 8 is a flowchart showing a flow of the measurement program described above. This measurement program is automatically executed, with its trigger being a case where there is a high probability that an error has occurred in the amount of feeding of the grinding wheel T by the wheel spindle stock 4 during an interval between the previous work machining and the next work machining, for example when the machine has been stopped for a long period of time, when the grinding wheel T has been replaced, or when a large number of works W have been continuously machined. Also, in order to perform the shape modification of the grinding wheel T using the dresser 7 with a high degree of precision, this measurement program is executed without fail before the start of the dressing of the grinding wheel T.

[0048] When this measurement program is executed, the measurement control unit 17 described above sends a drive signal to the Y-axis motor 16, thereby setting the work table 2 at the table origin. In addition, the measurement control unit 17 reads the coordinates of the measurement point S stored in the memory and gives the read coordinates to the X-axis motor 14 and the U-axis motor 15 as a measurement
movement amount (ST1). If there exists no error in the amount of feeding of the grinding wheel T by the wheel spindle stock 4, the grinding wheel T is moved from the program origin so that the grinding wheel T can be set at the measurement point with precision as a result of these operations. Next, the measurement control unit 17 checks the measurement value of the X-axis sensor 12 and measures how much the grinding wheel T is displaced in the X-axis direction (ST2) from the measurement point. Then, this value is stored in the memory as a positional deviation amount in the X-axis direction (ST3). Also, the measurement control unit checks whether the measured positional deviation amount is larger than a predetermined value (ST4). In the case where it is judged that the measured positional deviation amount is larger than the predetermined value, it is conceived that there has occurred a fault in the machine itself or an abnormality in the control system. Therefore, an error indication is made through a user interface such as a liquid crystal panel (ST5), and the measurement program is ended. On the other hand, if it is judged that the measured positional deviation amount in the X-axis direction is equal to or less than the predetermined value, the measurement control unit 17 next checks the measurement value of the U-axis sensor 11 and measures how much the grinding wheel T is displaced from the measurement point in the U-axis direction (ST6). Then, the measurement control unit 17 stores this value in the memory as a positional deviation amount in the U-axis direction (ST7). The measurement control unit also checks whether the measured positional deviation amount is larger than a predetermined value (ST8). In the case where it is judged that the measured positional deviation amount is larger than the predetermined value, it is likewise conceived that there has occurred a fault in the machine itself or an abnormality in the control system. Therefore, an error indication is made through a user interface such as a liquid crystal panel (ST5), and the measuring program is ended.

On the other hand, if it is judged that the measured positional deviation amount in the U-axis direction is equal to or less than the predetermined value, the measurement control unit 17 next adds the measured positional deviation amounts in the X-axis direction and the U-axis direction to the machining movement amounts that are to be given to the U-axis motor 14 and the X-axis motor 15 during the work machining, thereby performing correction of the machining movement amounts (ST10). Here, the positional deviation amount to be added contains a positive/negative sign. Also, if the measurement program has already been executed and the initial machining movement amount has been corrected by the previous execution of the measurement program, the measurement control unit 17 reads the positional deviation amount measured and stored in the memory at the time of the previous execution of the measurement program and subtracts this read positional deviation amount from the machining movement amount applied to the work machining. Following this, the measurement control unit 17 performs addition of the positional deviation amount measured by the current execution of the measurement program. In these operations, the dressing correction of the machining movement amount. Also, in ST9 and ST10, the dressing movement amount used at the time of moving the grinding wheel T from the program origin 0 to set it at the dressing position D is also corrected in a like manner. When the operations described above are finished, the measurement program is ended.

As a result of this processing, during work machining after the execution of the measurement program, the coordinates on the U-X plane are changed by the amounts of feed amount errors present in the wheel spindle stock 4 and, if the grinding wheel T is moved and set using the post-correction machining movement amount or dress movement amount, it becomes possible to position the grinding wheel T with reference to the machining position of the work W or the dressing position D with a high degree of precision. In particular, in this embodiment, it becomes possible to set the grinding wheel T with precision with reference to the dressing position D overlapping the measurement point S in the Y-axis direction, so that it becomes possible to perform shape modification of the grinding wheel T using the rotary dresser 7 with a high degree of precision and to improve the accuracy in machining of the works W. Also, it is possible to position the grinding wheel T with reference to the dressing position D with precision, so that it becomes possible to perform the shape modification of the grinding wheel T with precision while suppressing the penetration amount of the grinding wheel T into the diamond wheel 9. Therefore, the life span of the grindstone is elongated, which even makes it possible to realize an improvement of production efficiency by introducing a high-priced CBN wheel.

Further, such a measurement program as described above can be easily implemented merely by setting for a conventional grinding machine the measurement point S where the displacement amount sensors are provided, and it is thus not required to use a large-scale apparatus such as a sizing device that has been used with the conventional technique. Therefore, there is obtained an advantage that it is possible to improve the accuracy in machining of a work at low cost. Also, it is not required to compare a work that has been machined with a master piece using a sizing device, so that it becomes possible to finish the machining of a work within a short period of time, which also contributes to enhance production efficiency.

Next, there will be described a flowchart shown in FIG. 9 that shows another system of the measurement program. A trigger for starting this measurement program is the same as that in the case of the measurement program shown in FIG. 8. When this measurement program is executed, the measurement control unit 17 sends a drive signal to the Y-axis motor 16 and sets the work table 2 at the table origin. In addition, the measurement control unit 17 reads the coordinates of the measurement point S stored in the memory and gives the read coordinates to the X-axis motor 14 and the U-axis motor 15 as a measurement movement amount (ST11). Also, an initial movement amount that has been given, that is, the coordinates along the U axis and the X axis stored as the coordinates of the measurement point S, are stored in the memory as measurement position coordinates C (ST12). Also in this flowchart, if there exists no error in the amount of feeding of the grinding wheel T by the wheel spindle stock 4, the grinding wheel T is moved from the program origin so that the grinding wheel T can be set at the measurement point with precision as a result of these operations.

Next, the measurement control unit 17 checks the measurement value of the X-axis sensor 12 and measures
how much the grinding wheel T is displaced from the measurement point in the X-axis direction (ST13). Then, this value is stored in the memory as a positional deviation amount in the X-axis direction (ST14). Also, the measurement control unit checks whether the measured positional deviation amount is larger than a predetermined value (ST15). In the case where it is judged that the measured positional deviation amount is larger than the predetermined value (0.05 mm or more, for instance), it is conceived that there has occurred a fault in the machine itself or an abnormality in the control system. Therefore, an error indication is made through a user interface such as a liquid crystal panel (ST16), and the measurement program is ended. On the other hand, if it is judged that the measured positional deviation amount in the X-axis direction is equal to or less than the predetermined value, the measurement control unit 17 next checks the measurement value of the U-axis sensor 11 and measures how much the grinding wheel T is displaced from the measurement point in the X-axis direction (ST17). Then, the measurement control unit 17 stores the value in the memory as a positional deviation amount in the U-axis direction (ST18). The measurement control unit 17 also checks whether the measured positional deviation amount is larger than a predetermined value (ST19). In the case where it is judged that the measured positional deviation amount is larger than the predetermined value, it is likewise conceived that there has occurred a fault in the machine itself or an abnormality in the control system. Therefore, an error indication is made through a user interface such as a liquid crystal panel (ST16), and the measurement program is ended. This procedure from ST13 to ST19 is the same as the procedure of the measurement program shown in FIG. 8 from ST2 to ST18.

[0054] On the other hand, if it is judged that the measured positional deviation amount in the U-axis direction is equal to or less than the predetermined value, the measurement control unit 17 next checks whether the measured positional deviation amounts in the U-axis direction and the X-axis direction of the grinding wheel T are both equal to or less than a predetermined value (2 mm, for instance) (ST20). The predetermined value in this case means a positional deviation amount that is so minute that it cannot be eliminated for mechanical structural reasons. Then, in the case where it is judged that the positional deviation amounts are larger than the predetermined value, the measurement movement amount given in ST11 is corrected using the measured positional deviation amounts (ST21). Following this, drive signals are sent to the U-axis motor 14 and the X-axis motor 15 using the corrected measurement movement amounts, thereby moving the grinding wheel T from the program origin to set it at the measurement point again. Next, in the completely the same manner as in ST13 to ST19, positional deviation amounts of the grinding wheel T in the X-axis direction and the U-axis direction are measured at the measurement point. When the measurement is finished, it is checked whether the positional deviation amounts obtained as a result of this measurement are both equal to or less than a predetermined value (ST20). In the case where it is judged that the obtained positional deviation amounts are both equal to or less than the predetermined value, the measurement control unit 17 calculates measurement position coordinates d of the grinding wheel T at the time when the last measurement is performed, from the post-correction measurement movement amount used in ST21, and stores the coordinates d in the memory (ST22). Also, in the case where it is judged that at least one of the U-axis positional deviation amount and the X-axis positional deviation amount exceeds the predetermined value in ST20, the processing proceeds to ST21 again. Then, after the measurement movement amount (already corrected at least once) used at the time of the previous measurement is corrected again, the operations in ST13 to ST19 are repeated.

[0055] When the measurement position coordinates d are recorded, the measurement control unit 17 reads the first measurement position coordinates c stored in ST12 and calculates a difference between the coordinates c and the coordinates d with reference to the U-axis direction and the X-axis direction (ST23). This difference equates to a positional deviation amount between the measurement coordinates c at which the grinding wheel T is set in accordance with the first measurement movement amount and the measurement point S. As a result, in the next ST24, the measurement control unit 17 corrects the machining movement amount at the time of work machining, which is read from the memory of the numerical control unit 13, using the positional deviation amount calculated in ST23. Further, in ST25, the measurement control unit 17 also corrects a dress movement amount used at the time of moving the grinding wheel from the program origin to set it at the dressing position, using the positional deviation amount described above. When these operations are finished, the measurement program is ended. After this, the grinding machining of the works is performed using the new machining movement amount obtained as a result of the correction, and the dressing of the grinding wheel is performed using the new dress movement amount obtained as a result of the correction.

[0056] Then, with the measurement program shown in this FIG. 9, the measurement movement amount is corrected using the positional deviation amounts measured by the U-axis sensor and the X-axis sensor and the grinding wheel is set at the measurement point again. As a result of these operations, it becomes possible to confirm whether such correction is accurately reflected in the feeding of the grinding wheel by the wheel spindle stock. As a result, as compared with the measurement program shown in FIG. 8, it becomes possible to position the grinding wheel T at the machining position of the work W and the dressing position D with a higher degree of precision and therefore to perform machining of the works with a higher degree of precision.

[0057] As described above, with the machining error correction method of the present invention, even if, for instance, the feed amount of a wheel spindle stock varies or a column supporting this wheel spindle stock expands or shrinks due to a fluctuation in the environmental temperature, it is possible to eliminate an influence thereof. Therefore, it becomes possible to machine a work with a high degree of precision without comparing the work with a master using a sizing device, which makes it possible to enhance production efficiency.

[0058] Also, if the method of the present invention is applied to a grinding machine and this grinding machine is adapted so that a dress movement amount used to move a tool from a program origin to set it at a dressing position is corrected using the positional deviation amounts described above, even if, for instance, the feed amount of a wheel
spindle stock fluctuates due to a fluctuation in the environmental temperature, at the time when the modification of a grindstone shape is performed using a dresser, it becomes possible to eliminate a fluctuation in the actual fed amount of the tool with reference to the dresser so that the grindstone can be accurately positioned with reference to the dresser. As a result, it becomes possible to perform the modification of the grindstone shape with a high degree of precision and therefore to machine a work with a high degree of precision.

What is claimed is:

1. A machining error correction method for correcting an error in machining of a work by a tool, the method being adapted for a machine tool that includes: a numerical control unit in which a movement amount of the tool is programmed; and a tool moving unit that is driven by an instruction signal sent from the numerical control unit and feeds the tool to the work fixed on a work table, the method comprising: moving the tool from a program origin to a measurement point provided separately from the program origin by giving a predetermined measurement movement amount to the tool moving unit from the numerical control unit; measuring a positional deviation amount between the measurement position and a tool position after the movement is finished; and correcting a machining movement amount, which is to be given to the tool moving unit, using the positional deviation amount when the work is machined.

2. A machining error correction method according to claim 1,

wherein the machine tool is constructed as a grinding machine in which the tool is a grindstone and includes a dresser for modifying a shape of the grindstone, and

wherein when dressing of the grindstone is performed, the numerical control unit corrects a dress movement amount given to the tool moving unit using the positional deviation amount.

3. A machining error correction method according to one of claims 1 and 2,

wherein the machining movement amount and/or the dress movement amount is corrected only when the measured positional deviation amount is equal to or larger than a predetermined value.

4. A machining error correction method according to claim 3,

wherein if the measured positional deviation amount is equal to or larger than the predetermined value, after the positional deviation amount is measured, the measurement movement amount is corrected using the positional deviation amount, and the tool is moved from the program origin to the measurement point again using the corrected measurement movement amount, and after it is confirmed that a positional deviation amount between the measurement point and a tool position after the movement is finished is equal to or less than the predetermined value, the machining movement amount and/or the dress movement amount is corrected.

5. A machining error correction method according to one of claims 1 and 2,

wherein the measurement of the positional deviation amount at the measurement point is performed when at least one of activation of the machine tool, replacement of the tool, and machining of a predetermined number of works is performed.

6. A numerically controlled machine tool comprising:

a work table on which a work that is a machining target is fixed;

tool moving unit for moving a tool that is a machining tool to set the tool at a position at which the work is to be machined; and

a numerical control unit in which a movement amount of the tool moving unit is inputted and programmed and which generates a drive signal for the tool moving unit, wherein a measurement point is provided separately from a program origin within a moving range of the tool, and a measurement control unit is provided which instructs the tool moving unit to move the tool from the program origin so as to be set at the measurement point at each predetermined timing, and

wherein the measurement control unit measures, by using a displacement amount sensor, a positional deviation amount between the measurement point and the tool which is moved to be set at the measurement point, and corrects a machining movement amount set in the numerical control unit using the positional deviation amount.

7. A numerically controlled machine tool according to claim 6, which is constructed as a grinding machine in which the tool is a grindstone and further comprises a dresser for modifying a shape of the grindstone,

wherein in addition to the machining movement amount, the measurement control unit also corrects a dress movement amount, which is set in the numerical control unit, using the positional deviation amount.

8. A numerically controlled machine tool according to claim 7,

wherein the measurement point is set at a substantially midpoint position between the work fixed on the work table and the dresser.

* * * * *